Measurement of slice sensitivity profiles in spiral CT.
In conventional computed tomography (CT), ramps, typically thin sheets of aluminum inclined at 45 degrees, are established tools for measurements of slice sensitivity profiles (SSP). In spiral CT, however, they yield inconsistent results for different positions along the longitudinal axis. It is explained herein how ramp profiles result as a superposition of true SSPs and artifacts, the artifacts being caused by the slice interpolation process due to the difficult interpolation condition in this particular geometry. In direct consequence, ramp tests yield spatially variant results. As an alternative tool for measuring the slice sensitivity profile, the use of a thin high-contrast sheet held between two disks which approximate the ideal test of a delta impulse in the longitudinal direction is suggested. Resulting SSPs are shown for both methods; the delta method, in agreement with theoretical predictions, provided smooth symmetrical SSPs independent of table position in agreement with theoretical predictions. It is concluded that ramps are inadequate test objects to determine SSPs in spiral CT.